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THE MEANING OF
REGIONALISM IN A

By Pietro Bellu8chi
0/ Architecture and Planning
Mrusachusetts Institute 0/ Technology
Dean, &hool

.. • •• it is no longer easy to achifl1le
beauty by the .ame 1t'oy in 1t'hich old
societies did • .• n01t' 1t'e haH 0 larger
and more difficult order to achif!1le,
and our spirit 1t'ill .hine through
only if 1t'e are 'rue
ourselHS and
nfl1ler forget that it is man that 1t'e
serve"
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REGIONALISM IN ARCHITECTURE-PIETRO BELLUSCHI

often think and speak of .. regionalism" as a naive and rather
I soft-headedwevariation
of our architectural mainstream. Modern architects
N AMERICA

believe that the regionalists indulge in their practice at their own risk since
it runs counter to the contemporary production-line philosophy of architecture.
I have often wondered myself about "regionalism," what its real meaning
might be and whether it eould still be practiced in the matter-of-fact world
of the machine.
I have thought of it with particularly deep feelings during my frequent trips
in foreign lands where examples of regional architecture are more obvious
against the very drab and standardized background of the straight, no-non
sense type of architecture which is being built with appalling sameness from
Bagdad to Rovaniemi. No one who has traveled abroad can fail to speculate
on the causes which had given such unity and beauty and a sense of fitness
to almost all the old cities, and on the reasons why modern man seemed to
have loSt this ability to impart charaeter and meaning to his environment.
But first, what do we mean by "regional architecture~" I find it difficult to
give a short answer to this question, because as one thinks beyond the obvious
relationship of buildings to a certain region, the meaning of the term seems to
spread and touch on all that man is and believes in, as a creature of his OWll
enviromnent. Architecture, as a reflection of man's longing for order and for
adjustment to his natural surroundings, has always been (or at least until
not long ago) regional in its essence and character. In the past it has been
mostly a eommunal art, not produced by a few intellectuals or specialists,
but by the spontaneous and continuing activity of a whole people with a
common heritage, acting under a community of experience.
The awareness of man's physical world evolved through uncounted millenia
of close contact with nature. At first, as his legs set the range and speed of his
mobility, the meadows, the streams and the trees gained emotional meaning
on a scale which was his own to comprehend; as mobility increased, nature lost
some of its intimate reality. Locomotion by machine brought in a restless
age; man can now eover the earth at great speeds, but his comprehension has
lost in depth what it has gained in breadth. He ean now see enormous land
scapes, whole ranges of mountains and rivers by day, and beautiful patterus
of city lights by night; but none of these sights can give him the direct response
which his heart so fondly desires when he is at rest.
One may well speculate on the relationship between the unfolding of this
era of human civilization, and the shortcomings which many people feel in our
architectural forms and certainly iu our squalid enviromnent. The old forms
which constitute what we call regionalism express the more serene times of
the past. It is certain that in our tumultuous times it cannot be revived. It
would be impossible for us to retreat or escape from a world in evolution, but
somehow we must believe that a society of men may gain in wisdom by seeking
again the things man can understand and love, and conversely hy learuing to
love all that lives near him. These were my Utopian thoughts as I was revis
iting recently the exquisite little villages of the Aegean and Tyrrhenian Sea
Islands, of Brittany and the Tyrol, and remembered how my generation was
once somewhat ashamed to admit the delight in their simple spontaneous
architecture lest it be tagged as romantic.
This point of evaluating the architectural characteristics of a region became
more than an academic question when the State Department through its
Foreign Buildings Operations asked Henry Shepley and me to go to India,
Pakistan, and Iraq to discover the elements of a style which would be appro
132
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REGlONALISM IN ARCHITECTURE - PIETRO BELLUSCHI

priate for the embassies soon to be built in those regions. It so happened that
the design which Ed Stone had conceived for the New Delhi Embassy had
been looked upon with disfavor by the Department bec~use it did not look
sufficiently" Indian." This was a very interesting point because it touched the
very essence of our architectural dilemma. Could an "Indian" architecture
be defined; and if it could, should America build its Embassy in such a "style";
and if it did so for India, should it also do it for all other countries where
new buildings were to be erected; and how would one go about measuring the
regional content of architecture~
These were challenging questions, and it was not only appropriate to think
about them in regard to the foreign buildings program but it seemed to me to
touch upon a very sensitive segment of the architectural thinl(ing of our gen
eration - not that such a thinking can be easily described. In fact, if one
should have the patience and fortitude to read all that has been written by
critics, kibitzers, social moralists, and by the professional geniuses with a gift
for arrogance, one would be thoroughly confused. We have functionalism
versus estheticism, eclecticism versus purism, technology versus humanism,
and organic architecture versus package architecture.

If one can resist the temptation of giving simple answers to a very compli
cated business, or of placing things into neat pigeonholes, he wiII find it wiser
to accept the complications of modern life and will try to analyze the motives
which impel civilized man's actions in order to discover what architecture
means to him now. It is not easy to abstract ourselves from our time, but few
will disagree with the general statement previously made that man's present
environment is a far cry from that of older societies when men seemed to know
how to build in serene response to the land and its people. Was there a con
scious and wilIful sense of the beautiful in the builders of these old villages
and towns, or was it rather the rhythm of their happy lives which was simply
and inevitably expressed in their construction~
Our world now has undergone enormous changes; the traditions slowly de
veloped through the centuries, the old allegiances and restraints have largely
disappeared; the community living which was the pattern of old societies no
longer exists, at least in the same form. Today it seems almost impossible for us
to act with the unity and dedication of older times. There are too many forces
in our social fabric, too many demands, too many disrupting influences. We
have suddenly become conscious that this is one world, and the problems of
other lands and other people have become our problems; but for all that we
have succeeded rather in losing touch with our own people, our own small, close
at-hand world whence our deepest emotions spring. We know so much but
feel so little. Our emotions are second hand; they come through books, movies,
radios, television, in world-wide uniformity. We have gotten more and more
away from nature and from the discipline which nature requires. A rain or snow
storm or a strike leave us stranded and helpless. We no longer stop to listen or
to hear or to see, but travel at 50 or 200 mile!'. per hour through an impersonal
landscape in unbappy restlessness. Our knowing so much and seeing so many
unfelt images has drowned our sense of the appropriate. Our elegant magazines
will sell pretty pictures to entice people in Maine or Florida or Oregon or
Pakistan. Under those conditions it is difficult to achieve convincing and
heartfelt unity.
Some people think that the architect should be less concerned with being
original and more intent on satisfying more basic human values. Yet besides
being an artist capable of choosing between the superficial and the real and of
feeling himseU' part of his society, he must also be a good technician; and I
believe that architectural forms whjch are not born of the peculiar demands of
134
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REGIONALISM IN ARCHITECTURE - PIETRO BELLUSCHI

the job to be performed, but which corne out of preconceived esthetic theories
alone, will be in constant danger of becoming artificial, tricky, and fashionable,
and their transitory quality will be even more evident after they have gone out
of fashion. This means that not oilly the emotions but also mind and logic
must be satisfied before lasting values may emerge. That is also why there is
never real Beauty in the lie, in the fake, or in the blind copying - and why forms
will shine when they reflect a sense of reality, and reality cannot easily be
contrived.
Thus it would be impossible to ignore all the techniques which science has
placed at our disposal; not only would it be impossible but it would be silly,
so that again the architect must use his judgment and common sense if COIl
fronted with problems wllich only advanced techniques can solve. It would be
foolish for him, for instance, to tackle the design of a skyscraper as he would
the design of a house. He can oilly ask himself if other means can be found
rather than skyscrapers to house oinces, but this is not for him to decide; simi
larly in modern factories the human requirements are becoming as important as
structural and functional requirements, but the architect will not necessarily
design a romantic environment to satisfy them, nor would it make sense to
carve out the Rocky Mountaills as a New Egyptian Valley of the Kings to
house the Air Academy so as to give it the flavor of the region. On this particu
lar project one may question the appropriateness of using vast amounts of
glass, but the juxtaposition of crisp, clean, business-like structures on a moun
tain landscape call be justified by sound esthetics - but more so by the
strictly disciplined around-the-clock life which 2500 cadets must live while
being educated and t rained in the waging of aerial warfare. It seems impossible
for us to draw laws and conclusions which cannot be challenged on some point.
We crave change even if we fear it. The creative artist feels that emotions
can be communicated with more eloquence if he can forge his own ex
pressive symbols, if he can use his own language; but even language or the
words which the poet uses in moving a nd significant ways did not grow in
a vacuum nor were they invented at a stroke. They had roots and grew slowly
into meanings, which in turn became both stimuli and limitations to the user
but which were never detached from some human connotation, some habit of
thought, which was the point of departure of the poet's language.
Similarly, an architect's creative powers need not act in a vacuum; they are
nourished by the world he lives in, by the people he knows and with whom he
must deal, by the things he sees and the things he has learned, and also by old
symbols and forms . Thus the greater his understanding the greater scope will
his creative powers have, alld witiJin sllch sphere his contributions will have
lasting significance. Believing this, we should not attempt to formulate a rigid
intellectual program for architecture. In a way we must accept the enormous
variety of situations which our age has created and try to find solace in the
thought that nature has evolved the weed and the orchid, the whale and the
mouse, the eagle and the humming bird, from a wonderfully complex but or
derly set of things.
.

9

". . . was there n conscious
and willfu.l sense of the beanl.i·
ful in the builders of these old

We may find reasons to hope for an improved set of social values for mankind,
but our creative struggle will never come to an end because the human mind,
which reflects and recreates, feeds what it touches and in turn is nourished by
what it sees, will always make architecture a dynamic, expressive force which
should be allowed to grow to f1omish, even to decay when lIeed be. As an Art
it will strive for 1'00ts and continuity but will not deny to the man of genius the
right to ilmovate if that is his moment and if his voice rings true .
So it is well for us to admit that it is no longer easy to achieve beauty by
the same way in which old societies did, because there is no longer a scale of
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unity which will allow for it. Now we have a larger and more clilIicult order to
achieve, and our spirit will shine through only if we are true to ourselves and
never forget that it is man that we must serve.
Thpre are cases when regionalism can still be obtained by thoughtful self
discipline, by a submission to certain traditional ways, by a humility
of approach, and in rejecting show and. change and experiment unless for a
good cause. But Regionalism at its best cannot be measured. or imposed, is
not a school of thought but simply a recognition within its own sphere of what
architecture is to human beings, a deep regard for their emotional demands,
and this need not be forfeited even in the most practical demands of a project.
For instance, Jose Luis Sert by his plans f0r the Embassy in Iraq has shown us
how a great modern artist can use his gifts toward a sensitive version of a re
gional architecture which is both creative and appropriate.
imp'\~ed

It was also with a deep thrill that we perceived how sensitively had Stone
understood the real essence of India, how subtly had he incorporated in his
design for the Embassy the things which really belong to the region - details
and features developed through the centuries, through the demands of a hot
climate, the habits and love of a people. He clid not copy but brought his
sympathy and his understanding to bear upon his creative powers. Finely
perforated grills, roof overhangs, water pools, serene proportions, exquisite
materials upon which the shades and shadows could play, were to be seen in
many humble places and in great monuments in the hundreds of miles Mr.
Shepley and I traveled by car. Indeed we could report back that the Stone
design was really suitable for India, even if it did not conform to the style
called" Indian" which was imposed by that gifted architect, Lutyens, who
early in this century attempted to graft Moslem externals onto a thoroughly
monumental Western style loaded with all the large scale symbols of power
which a Colonial empire could bring to bear on a subject people. The" Indian"
style may have been politically appropriate when it was introduced and had
scale and beauty of a kind, but it had little to do with Inclian climate or tradi
tion. It took an artist like Stone to express with a sure hand a renewed sense of
the region. I felt great elation to think of the possible influence which such de
sign may have on the local architects. I met with many of them and with the
students of the school in Delhi. I saw their works and heard their words and
felt that they were anxious to find native expresbions, but Western influences
were too strong and too disrupting, and few had the wisdom or the maturity
to break through with work which would reflect their new status as an inde
pendent nation, a synthesis of their old culture, and of all that they had so
far learned of new ways and techniques.
Unfortunately, throughout the Eastern countries we visited, architecture is
a superficial imitation of the more obvious western forms. Local conditions of
labor, climate, and site are largely disregarded, and the solutions are sad in
deed. In Bagdad, a city with romantic connotations to the average American,
we saw the most atrocious building of the julce-box style being erected in the
main street. It was done in cheap materials, with unbelievably bad and un
workmanlike details - a most disheartening proof of what can happen when
old traclitions are discarded for standards which are neither understood nor
loved. And this is happening not only in Bagdad or in Agra or in Karachi but
in Italy, in France, and even in Finland, wherever reconstruction of bombed
out areas has taken place.
The plea which we can make then is not that we go back to what once was,
not that we become romantic, but that we face creatively as free spirits and in
deep honesty the complexities of· our modern world, yet never forgetting that
man is the measure of all values.
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". . • he did not copy but brought his sympathy and understand
ing to bea.r upon his creative powers . •. " Design for America.n
Embassy at New Delhi, India, Edward D. Stone, architect

Pholograph credits: 14. Ewing Galloway; 16. model by Theodore Conrad,
photograph by Louis Checkman; 17. Photograph by Fred J. Maroon
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a sensitive version of regional architecture which is both

creative and appr'opriate •••" Designfor American Embassy for
Iraq, Jose Luis Sert, a,.chitect
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